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Abstract: The length of the fire season has not garnered much attention within the broad field of
meteorological research on fire regime change. Fire weather research on the Iberian Peninsula is
no exception in this case; there is no solid understanding on fire season lengthening in Portugal,
although recent decades do suggest ongoing transitions. Based on a complete record of fire occurrence
and burned area between 1980 and 2018, we first searched for consistent trends in the monthly
distribution of fire activity. To determine day-scale changes, an exceedance date method based on
annual cumulative burned area was developed. Results show an early onset of fire activity in a
range of 23–50 days and no significant extension into autumn, suggesting that existing projections of
the lengthening of the fire season in Portugal over the present century have been already achieved.
Fire weather results show a trend in the cumulative Daily Severity Rating (DSR), with the last two
decades (2000–2018) displaying an early build-up of meteorological fire danger in late spring and
early summer. The detailed spatio-temporal analysis based on the daily Fire Weather Index (FWI)
shows that June stands out with the largest increase (year-round) in days per month with an FWI
above 38.3, the threshold above which fire conditions make suppression uncertain. This aggravated
fire weather is likely sustaining early fire activity, thus contributing to a longer critical fire season.

Keywords: wildfire seasonality; extended burning season; pre-season fire weather; daily severity
rating; climate change; western Iberia

1. Introduction

The inter-annual variability in the incidence of wildfires can be observed in the uneven
distribution of fire occurrence and burned area, which are largely derived from the annual
cycles of temperature and precipitation and the corresponding seasonal dynamics of the
ecosystems (e.g., [1–3]). This close relationship between the seasonal patterns of fire and
weather has long been studied and parameterized, being reflected in meteorological indices
of fire danger, as is well exemplified by the Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index (FWI)
system and its long- to short-memory moisture sub-indices [4,5]. Regarding the Iberian
Peninsula, where Portugal is located, different burned area models largely reproduce (in
the order of 2/3 or more) annual and monthly variations in burned area based solely on
meteorological variables [2,6–8]. This research field has received increasing attention over
the last decade or two in the context of noticeable changes in both climate and fire regimes
(e.g., [9–14]). Recent work has discussed emerging interactions between specific weather
conditions and aggravated fire behavior that had not been identified before in fire weather
studies [15–18].

In this context, the increasing length of the fire season can be seen as a seasonal-scale
outcome of a changing climate, as discussed early by Wotton and Flannigan [19]. Indeed,
the lengthening of the fire season observed in different regions of the world can be studied
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as the result of ongoing climate variation [20–25], and, conversely, climate projections can
include scenarios of growing fire potential and longer fire seasons [26,27]. The study of fire
season length is thus based primarily on meteorological data and fire weather analysis [24]
and, to a lesser extent, on historical fire activity [23].

For Portugal, a positive variation of about 35 days in the length of the fire season
between the 1961–1990 and 2071–2100 periods was determined based on a regional circula-
tion model (RCM) as input to the FWI index [28]. This study also found an increase in the
number of fire season days, with high fire danger (FWI > 45) in the range of 7.5–10 days.
Later, another work also suggested a lengthened fire season by comparing the same present
(1961–1990) and future (2071–2100) periods based on another RCM [29]. Their monthly
FWI results show important escalation in fire weather during spring (May and June) and
also autumn (especially October).

Despite the relevance of these two studies, we found no assessment of fire season
length based on actual fire activity in the past decades, although the extraordinary develop-
ment of recent fire seasons in 2017 and 2022 in southwestern Europe suggest challenging
ongoing transitions [30,31]. Therefore, the main objective of this study was to determine
variations in the annual distribution of fire activity in Portugal, with a focus on the length of
the fire season, and to substantiate these changes in persistent variations in fire meteorology.

The seasonality of fires in mainland Portugal (Figure 1) can be approached at first by
observing the annual cycle of selected fire and weather parameters, as shown in Figure 2.
The lower graph displays the average daily evolution of the number of active fires and
burned areas against the evolution, in the upper graph, of the monthly averages of mean
temperature and total precipitation. This simplified picture of the last four decades reveals a
dual fire season with an early fire peak in the winter/spring transition that exhibits average
daily active fires of about 1/4 of the summer averages. This late March peak was identified
previously in northern and northwestern Iberia, including the northern half of Portugal, and
has been related to the combination of agricultural and forestry calendars with a recurring
window of weather conditions conducive to fire spread [32–34]. So far, this off-season
peak has made small contributions to the annual burned area, but it brings into focus the
multiple factors and interdependencies that shape the seasonality of fires [35–39]. Climatic
and ecological forcings work together with other diverse human-related annual cycles that
affect ignitions, fuel availability and fire suppression, and this broader socioenvironmental
framework should be convened for the management of more-than-meteorological fire
seasons [6,40–42].
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precipitation (blue columns) over mainland Portugal (163 grid points) based on 30 years of ERA5 
reanalysis (1981–2010). For details on data, see Section 2. 
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cluded a daily time series of burned area, which results from the sum of each fire’s daily 
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Figure 2. (a) Daily mean values of the number of fires (black solid line) and burned area (red vertical
lines) in the period of 1980–2018. The peaks on 17 June and 15 October are mainly due to the
exceptional contribution of 2017. (b) Monthly average values of air temperature (orange line) and
total precipitation (blue columns) over mainland Portugal (163 grid points) based on 30 years of
ERA5 reanalysis (1981–2010). For details on data, see Section 2.

The present study fits this challenging framework, aiming to (i) describe signifi-
cant changes in the annual cycle of fire activity in mainland Portugal over the period of
1980–2018. This analysis was based on the national fire record (see Section 2.1 on fire data)
and some preliminary results [17,43]. Our second goal was to (ii) assess variations in fire
weather over the year using meteorological indices of potential fire development, such as
the cumulative Daily Severity Rating (DSR) and daily FWI. As shown below, we tracked
the change in fire danger build-up over the year through the cumulative DSR, and FWI
provided a more detailed spatio-temporal analysis focused on fire behavior thresholds.
Finally, our third goal was to (iii) discuss the variation in fire activity and fire weather in
the context of fire danger monitoring and fire season management. The simple question
that titles the present study carries some methodological and even conceptual challenges.

2. Methods and Data
2.1. Fire Activity

Fire data were produced from the manually collected database of fire occurrences
that has been organized nationally since 1980 [44–46], which was subjected to a systematic
correction and standardization elsewhere and shared publicly for research [17]. It included
a daily time series of burned area, which results from the sum of each fire’s daily ratio
between burned area and fire duration in days. In summary, our working database included
189,734 fires that burned 4.6 million hectares between 1980 and 2018 (respectively, 25.8 and
98.5% of the original records).

Annual fire activity was first evaluated on a monthly scale, looking for trends in the
area burned in the months of spring (AMJ), summer (JAS) and fall (OND). In order to
establish an inter-annual comparison, we calculated the monthly fractions of the annual
burned area and analyzed their progression over the study period. The Mann–Kendall test
was used for trend detection and significance in these time series. All statistical results are
summarized in the Table S1, presented as a Supplementary Material.

In order to identify day-scale historical trends in the annual fire cycle, a methodology
was devised to compare the 39 cumulative annual curves of burned area between 1980 and
2018, hereafter called the exceedance date method. This method consists of computing for
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each year the sequential dates (computed as annual Julian day) where the 99 fractions of
annual burned area were reached, starting at 1% up to 99%. Based on this procedure, we
could search for significant shifts in the dates on which, for example, 10% of the annual
burned area was surpassed from 1980 onward. The exceedance date method provides
a normalized view of the changes in the annual distribution of the burned area that is
independent of the severity of the fire season in each year. Given the goal of evaluating the
length of the fire season, attention was focused on the first and last fractions of the burned
area distribution.

2.2. Fire Weather

The DSR is an extension of the FWI system that transforms daily FWI values through
a power expression, according to DSR = 0.0272 × FWI1.77. Higher FWI values are thus
emphasized, and DSR becomes more suitable to be cumulated and averaged [47,48]. This
indicator is suitable for studying fire weather changes on a seasonal time scale, as it is a
good predictor of burned area in different spatio-temporal frameworks [49–52], including
monthly pre-season and season burned areas in Portugal [2] and the Iberian Peninsula [34].
In addition, cumulative DSR has regular use in Portugal in monitoring fire danger build-up
throughout the year [53], which makes its inclusion in this study particularly appropriate.

The cumulative annual DSR series between 1980 and 2018 was calculated from daily
FWI values provided by the ERA5 reanalysis [54,55] on a grid with a horizontal resolution
of 0.25◦ with 163 land points over mainland Portugal, starting each year on 1 January. For
consistency reasons, the same area was used when retrieving other ERA5 meteorological
data, such as the 2 m air temperature and total precipitation series included in Figure 2.

In order to further explore the DSR results, we developed a procedure for analyzing
the spatial discrimination over the same 1980–2018 period of high FWI daily values, which,
unlike the DSR, provide an empirical correspondence with fire behavior according to
danger classes and therefore some sense of expected impacts [56–59]. Fire danger classes
are indicators of transition in the potential danger level and relate FWI with fire intensity
and fire propagation characteristics [47]. Taking the FWI threshold of 38.3 as a transition
value, above which the fire danger is considered severe (classified as “extreme” [56,58] or
“maximum” [57]), we counted the number of days per month above this threshold at each
grid point and obtained a spatio-temporal representation on a monthly scale of the change
in severe fire weather in mainland Portugal.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Variation in Fire Activity

The monthly distribution of the annual burned area in Portugal shows a broad concen-
tration in July, August and September (Figure 3). These three summer months account, on
average, for 82.5% of the total area burned each year. However, the monthly data also show
an increase in the proportion of the annual burned area that occurred outside of those three
months from 1980 onwards (Figure 4). In fact, there is a meaningful increase in the fraction
of burned area occurring in the period of January to June, whereas the fraction of July to
September shows a decreasing trend (both Mann–Kendall test with ρ < 0.01). Regarding
the fall, i.e., October to December, the trend is not significant at the 99% confidence level
(trend analysis summary in Table S1).

The year 2017 sounded several alarm bells in Portugal with an unprecedented burnt
extent that had never before been recorded (about 540,000 ha), leading to large property
damage and an unseen figure of 117 fatalities caused by wildfires. Two main fire events
occurred before (17–22 June) and after (15–17 October) the official fire season window
decreed by the Portuguese authorities [31,59,60]. In fact, 67.1% of the burned area in 2017
did not occur in the three summer months, July to September. Note the atypical 2017 fire
distribution that stands out in Figures 2–4.
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Figure 4. Annual evolution of the fraction of annual burned area recorded before (brown bars, Jan-Jun
months with increasing trend, ρ-value = 0.0052), during (orange bars, Jul-Sep months with decreasing
trend, ρ-value = 0.0011) and after (yellow bars, Oct-Dec months with no trend, ρ-value = 0.0429) the
most critical months for wildfire incidence in the period of 1980–2018.

Regarding the changes in the annual cumulative burned area curves, whose results
are summarized in Figure 5, the trend analysis shows a significant anticipation of the dates
corresponding to the fractions from 1 to 16% (Mann–Kendall test, ρ < 0.05). All the remain-
ing “exceedance dates” show no significant trends, including the slowing down phase of
the annual fire cycle in late summer (trend analysis summary in Table S1). Considering
the 15% and 85% fractions as reasonable indicators of the respective beginning and end of
the fire season (Figure 6), we obtained a significant linear advance rate of 1.34 days·year−1

(early onset) and a non-significant extension rate of 0.13 days·year−1 (later ending). This
advance rate represents important anticipation in fire activity of more than 50 days over
the 39-year study period.

The two-decade averages represented by the colored lines in Figure 5 suggest that the
fractions of annual burned area between 1% and close to 30% have been reached earlier in
the year over the last two decades. This means a leftward shift of the left tail of the burned
area distribution, as a likely result of early fire activity in the year. Comparing the first
and the second halves of the study period, average backward shifts of 27 days (on the 10%
exceedance dates) and 23 days (on the 16% dates) were detected.
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each year from 1980 to 2018. Gray dots represent the 99 sequential dates on which each fraction
is reached for all years of the study period. Colored lines represent the average dates for the first
(1980–1999, blue line) and the second halves (2000–2018, red line) of the study period.
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Figure 6. Evolution of the dates on which the 15% (blue points) and 85% (red points) fractions of
the total annual burned area were exceeded in the period of 1980–2018, and corresponding adjusted
linear regressions. Gray bars show the annual burned area.

These results are in line with the expected longer fire seasons in Portugal during
the 21st century [28,29]. These two studies have also identified a stronger signal in fire
season earliness compared to its extension into fall. However, our results suggest that the
lengthening scenarios projected in [28] for the late 21st century have been reached. Similar
trends were obtained in the southwestern USA for recent decades based on both fire activity
and fire weather [23,24].

3.2. Variation in Fire Weather: Cumulative DSR throughout the Year

Figure 7a presents the mean cumulative DSR curves for the first (1980–1999) and
second (2000–2018) halves of the study period. The time series of these two fire danger
curves shows an increasing departure from May that does not stop growing before the end
of summer, as can be followed in detail in Figure 7b. After a small differentiation in March
and April, the gap between the two curves shows steady growth, which is accentuated
in June (steepest slope) and continues until early October (Figure 7b). By the end of the
year, the difference between the annual mean accumulated DSR in the two half-periods
represents an increase of 29%. Moreover, a slight growth in the DSR gap is apparent as early
as March, which then narrows to nearly zero in April before increasing again. Considering
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the aforementioned secondary peak of fire activity in March, this slight difference may
represent an accentuation of the meteorological component of that peak.
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halves (2000–2018, red curve) of the study period. The DSR is cumulated daily from 1 January to
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and 2000–2018) with modified scale on the Y-axis.

As a sensitivity test to these results, we studied the effect on the DSR difference curve
produced by shifting the partition of the study period from 1994/95 (which generates the
1980–1994 and 1995–2018 periods) to 2004/05 (which generates 1980–2004 and 2005–2018).
As shown in Figure 8, the split used in this study (1980–1999 and 2000–2018) maximizes the
difference in the cumulative DSR by the year’s end, while being based on a balanced split
of the study period (20 and 19 years, respectively). It is important to note that, regardless of
the year of partition, the most recent period always shows an increased level of severity of
the DSR.
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Given the pattern of change during June, we examined the frequency of daily danger 
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the frequency of classes posing a high fire danger from the late 1990s, regardless of 
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Figure 8. Sensitivity analysis of the DSR difference curve (Figure 7b) by changing the partition year
of the study period with a forward and backward shift of a maximum of 5 years. The black curve
(labeled in the graph as 2000) shows that the maximum difference in the mean cumulative DSR by
the end of the year is obtained when dividing the study period into 1980–1999 and 2000–2018. The
DSR is cumulated daily from 1 January to 31 December each year.

3.3. Variation in Fire Weather: Spatio-Temporal Patterns of High FWI

The preceding DSR results call for further clarification on fire weather changes during
the spring. As mentioned, this analysis was based on daily FWI in a monthly comparison
framework and focused on FWI values above a specific threshold. The triplicate charts pre-
sented in Figure 9 compare the average number of days with FWI greater than 38.3 during
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May, June and July in the same 1980–1999 and 2000–2018 half-periods. The calculation was
performed for each of the 163 land points from the ERA5 reanalysis grid referred to above.
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There is a slight increase of 2–5 days in the average number of “dangerous” days in
May in the central/southern regions, which is absent in March and April (Figure S1). The
magnitude of the increase is larger and expands northeastward during June, resulting in
about 1/3 of the country having high fire danger for half a month (13–17 days). In June,
in some areas of the grid, the number of days with the potential for extreme fire behavior
more than doubles. In the following month, July, there is also an important increase in the
number of high-danger days, although it is smaller compared to June. These results show
the inclusion of June in the most critical months and the aggravation, to a lesser extent, of
high fire danger in May.

Note also that the “new” May (from the 2000–2018 period) shows a distribution of
high danger days similar to that of the “old” June (1980–1999 period) (Figure 9). This
is consistent with the projected May FWI distribution for the last quarter of the present
century exceeding (at the 25th and 75th percentiles, median and maximum values) the June
FWI distribution in the reference period (1961–1990) [29].

Given the pattern of change during June, we examined the frequency of daily danger
classes during this month between 1980 and 2018 (Figure 10). There is a visible increase
in the frequency of classes posing a high fire danger from the late 1990s, regardless of
whether an FWI above 24.6 or 38.3 is considered. This aggravation is further noticeable
in the emergence of two higher FWI classes (FWI above 50.0 and 64.0) from the late 1990s,
which were introduced in Portugal in 2018 to improve the discrimination of the FWI index
in the upper range of its values [57,58] (p. 231).
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4. Conclusions

The results of the present study show relevant changes in the seasonality of wildfire
occurrence in mainland Portugal over the last four decades (1980–2018) as a likely effect
of consistent changes in fire weather. Overall, the fire season is longer today due to early
wildfire activity favored by early fire-prone weather conditions. By contrast, there is no
statistically significant extension of the season into the fall in both fire and weather data.

Based on daily burned area data, both monthly data and trend analysis on exceedance
dates confirmed an earlier onset of fire activity in a statistical range of 23–50 days. Given
these new findings, the projections made for the last quarter of the Portuguese 21st cen-
tury [28,29] appear to be outdated. Regarding fire weather, the analysis based on cumulative
DSR and daily and monthly FWI showed an early build-up of fire danger by comparison of
the most recent period of 2000–2018 with the previous one, 1980–1999. The differentiation
developed in May and especially in June, as confirmed by the analysis of days per month
with high FWI values. FWI analysis showed the inclusion of June in the critical fire season
and a slight increase in the number of high-danger days during May in the southern half of
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mainland Portugal. As expected, the changes between the two periods along the western
Atlantic coast are less noticeable.

Moreover, the combined analysis of the evolution of June FWI values and annual
cumulative DSR over the study period underlines a historical shift around the year 2000,
also suggested elsewhere based on fire data patterns [17]. Importantly, maintenance of
the obtained fire season lengthening rates may result in the medium-term merging of the
two fire peaks in Portugal into a much longer fire season between March and September.
We underline that the monthly fraction of annual burned area in March, April and May
shows an upward trend at the 99% confidence level that is not seen in June, July and
following months (Table S1). Furthermore, a consistent reduction in precipitation during
spring in Portugal, especially in March, has been repeatedly studied [61,62]. The overlap
of agricultural and other rural ignition cycles from late winter onward with increasingly
earlier fire-prone weather conditions will interplay in currently unknown ways.

Finally, we suggest that a fire season spanning spring and summer, in a convergence
between new atmospheric and human-related seasonalities, should be considered as a
working scenario for comprehensive meteorological research supporting the management
of the fire season. The multiple socioenvironmental interdependencies that shape aggra-
vated fire seasons, as also discussed in [22] and [6], are suggestive of methodological and
conceptual innovation in fire meteorology.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/meteorology2010006/s1, Table S1: Summary statistics of trend
analysis based on Mann–Kendall test at 90%, 95% and 99% confidence levels. Figure S1: Average
number of days with FWI above 38.3 during March by grid point (ERA5 0.25◦ × 0.25◦). The left-hand
chart (a) represents the 1980–1999 period, the middle one (b) represents the 2000–2018 period, and
the right-hand chart (c) represents the point-by-point arithmetic difference (b) − (a).
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